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Abstract
We elaborate locally complete inference rules for probabilistic deduction from tax-
onomic and probabilistic knowledge-bases over conjunctive events. We integrate the
presented inference rules into a local probabilistic deduction technique, which exploits
taxonomic knowledge for an ecient representation of conjunctive events. This local
probabilistic deduction technique is less incomplete and more ecient than already
existing local approaches to probabilistic deduction. However, we show that it cannot
compete with global probabilistic deduction by linear programming. Surprisingly, we
can provide examples of globally very incomplete probabilistic deductions in the pre-
sented local approach. More generally, we even show that all systems of inference rules
for probabilistic deduction in taxonomic and probabilistic knowledge-bases over con-
junctive events that have a limited number of probabilistic formulas in the premises of
their inference patterns are globally incomplete. Furthermore, we show that the pre-
sented local approach is not more ecient than the linear programming approach for
that framework. We conclude that probabilistic deduction by the iterative application of
inference rules on interval restrictions for conditional probabilities, even though con-
sidered very promising in the literature so far, is very limited in its field of applica-
tion. Ó 1999 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
In this paper, we focus on interval restrictions for conditional probabilities
as probabilistic knowledge. The considered probabilistic deduction problems
consist of a probabilistic knowledge-base and a probabilistic query. We give a
classical example. As a probabilistic knowledge-base, we take the probabilistic
knowledge that all ostriches are birds, that ostriches do not fly, that at least
95% of all birds fly, and that not more than 10% of all birds are ostriches. As a
probabilistic query, we may wonder about the entailed greatest lower bound
and the entailed least upper bound for the rate of all birds that are ostriches.
The solution to this probabilistic deduction problem is 0% for the entailed
greatest lower bound and 5% for the entailed least upper bound.
The described probabilistic deduction problem can be solved in a global
approach by linear programming or in a local approach by the iterative
application of inference rules. The global approach by linear programming
(see, for example, Refs. [1–9]) can be performed within rich probabilistic
languages (see especially Ref. [14]). Crucially, probabilistic deduction by
linear programming is globally complete, that is, it really produces the de-
sired tightest bounds entailed by the whole probabilistic knowledge-base.
However, it generally runs in exponential time in the size of the probabilistic
deduction problems. Moreover, it cannot provide any explanatory informa-
tions on how the deduced results are obtained. Mainly to overcome these
deficiencies, researchers started to work on local techniques based on infer-
ence rules.
The local approach (see, for example, Refs. [10–17]) is generally performed
within more restricted probabilistic languages. The iterative application of
inference rules is very rarely and only within very restricted probabilistic lan-
guages globally complete (see Ref. [15] for an example of globally complete
local probabilistic deduction in a very restricted framework). Furthermore, if
the inference rules permit complex events dierent from basic events, then they
are generally not locally complete anymore, that is, they generally do not
produce the tightest bounds entailed by the partial probabilistic knowledge in
their premises (see Refs. [15,16] for inference rules that are locally complete
only for complex events that are not taxonomically related; however, see Ref.
[18] for preliminary results on inference rules that are locally complete for all
conjunctive events, also those conjunctive events taxonomically related). Local
approaches are generally expected to be more ecient than global ones.
Moreover, they can elucidate the deduction process by the sequence of applied
inference rules.
The local approach has been considered very promising in the literature so
far. However, its major disadvantage for practical applications is its global
incompleteness. In particular, it is very disappointing that even the inference
rules are generally not locally complete anymore for complex events dierent
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from basic events. Hence, one motivating idea of this paper is to elaborate a
local probabilistic deduction technique that is less globally incomplete, and
especially to elaborate new inference rules that are locally complete for com-
plex events.
Coming back to our introductory example, we observe that the sentences
that all ostriches are birds and that ostriches do not fly are not of purely
probabilistic nature. The probabilistic knowledge-base implicitly contains
taxonomic knowledge. Many practical applications in fields like biology,
technology, and medicine require the representation of this kind of taxonomic
knowledge besides purely probabilistic knowledge. Preliminary results in Ref.
[17] now show that taxonomic knowledge can be exploited for an increased
eciency and a decreased incompleteness in the local approach to probabilistic
deduction. Thus, another motivating idea of this paper is to elaborate a local
probabilistic deduction technique that exploits taxonomic knowledge. The
relationship between taxonomic and probabilistic knowledge is also analyzed
in Ref. [16], where probabilistic knowledge is integrated into a terminological
language.
We choose taxonomic and probabilistic knowledge-bases over conjunctive
events as a concrete framework in which our motivating ideas shall be realized.
In this framework, the deduction of taxonomic knowledge can be done in
linear time in the size of the taxonomic knowledge-base. Moreover, taxonomic
and probabilistic knowledge-bases over conjunctive events are still expressive
enough for many applications in practice.
As a first contribution of this paper, we present locally complete inference
rules for probabilistic deduction from taxonomic and probabilistic knowledge-
bases over conjunctive events. Moreover, we show that taxonomic knowledge
can be exploited for an ecient representation of conjunctive events. In con-
trast to existing inference rules, our inference rules are locally complete for
conjunctive events and under additional taxonomic knowledge in the premises
of the inference patterns. Hence, compared to existing local probabilistic de-
duction techniques, the presented local approach is a successful improvement,
since it is less incomplete and more ecient.
However, as a crucial second contribution, we also provide examples of
globally very incomplete probabilistic deductions by the presented local ap-
proach. More generally, we even show that all systems of inference rules for
probabilistic deduction in taxonomic and probabilistic knowledge-bases over
conjunctive events that have a limited number of probabilistic formulas in the
premises of their inference patterns are globally incomplete. Moreover, we
show that the presented local approach is not more ecient than the linear
programming approach to probabilistic deduction for that framework. Hence,
compared to global probabilistic deduction techniques, the presented local
approach is merely an improvement, since it is still globally incomplete and not
more ecient.
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In addition to this disappointing result in global completeness and eciency
compared to global probabilistic deduction techniques, we must also point out
that the presented inference rules are surprisingly complex and that it is a huge
technical eort to work them out and to show their soundness and local
completeness.
These negative results are of great importance for the whole probabilistic
community. They show that local probabilistic deduction by the iterative ap-
plication of inference rules on interval restrictions for conditional probabilities
is very limited in its field of application.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the
notions of taxonomic and probabilistic knowledge and we give a motivating
example. Section 3 describes our local approach to probabilistic deduction. In
particular, we present locally complete inference rules for taxonomic and
probabilistic knowledge-bases over conjunctive events. In Section 4, we give a
brief overview of the global approach by linear programming. Section 5
compares the presented local approach to the linear programming approach.
In Section 6, we summarize the main results and underline the general impact
of this work.
This paper is a revised extract from Ref. [18]. An overview of the results of
this paper has been given in Ref. [19].
2. Formal background
In this section, we introduce the syntactic and semantic notions related to
taxonomic and probabilistic knowledge. We also give a motivating example for
taxonomic and probabilistic knowledge-bases over conjunctive events.
2.1. Taxonomic and probabilistic knowledge
We deal with taxonomic and probabilistic formulas over propositional
events. More precisely, taxonomic formulas represent implications between
propositional events, while probabilistic formulas express interval restrictions
for conditional probabilities of propositional events. Note that the technical
background introduced in this section is commonly accepted in the literature
(see, for example, Ref. [14] for other work in the same spirit).
We assume a nonempty and finite set of basic events B  fB1;B2; . . . ;Bng.
The set of conjunctive events CB comprises the false event ?, the true event >,
and all members in the closure of B under the Boolean operation ^. We
abbreviate the conjunctive event C ^ D by CD. The set of propositional events
GB is the closure of B under the Boolean operations ^ and :. We abbreviate
the propositional events B1 ^ :B1 and :B1 ^ :B1 by ? and >, respectively.
We abbreviate the propositional events G ^ H and :G by GH and G, respec-
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tively. Taxonomic formulas are expressions of the kind G! H with proposi-
tional events G and H. Probabilistic formulas are expressions of the form
H jGu1; u2 with real numbers u1; u2 2 0; 1 and propositional events G and H
(we call G the premise and H the conclusion). The probabilistic formula
H jGu1; u2 is exact i u1  u2. A correlation is a pair of probabilistic formulas
H jGu1; u2 and GjHv1; v2.
To define probabilistic interpretations of propositional events, taxonomic
formulas, and probabilistic formulas, we introduce atomic events and the bi-
nary relation ) between atomic and propositional events. The set of atomic
events AB is defined by AB  fE1E2   En j Ei  Bi or Ei  Bi for all i 2 1: ng.
Note that the atomic events of our framework coincide with the more com-
monly known possible worlds from probabilistic logic [1]. For all atomic events
A and all propositional events G, let A) G i A G is a propositional con-
tradiction.
A probabilistic interpretation P is a mapping from AB to [0, 1] such that the
values P(A) of all atomic events A sum up to 1. It is extended in a well-defined
way to propositional events G by P G PA2AB; A)G P A. It is extended to
taxonomic and probabilistic formulas by:
P  G! H iff P G  P GH
P  H jGu1; u2 iff u1  P G6 PGH6 u2  P G
The notions of models, satisfiability, and logical consequence for taxonomic
and probabilistic formulas are defined in the classical way. A probabilistic
interpretation P is a model of a formula F i P  F . P is a model of a set of
formulasF, denoted P F, i P is a model of all F 2F. A set of formulasF
is satisfiable i a model of F exists. A formula F is a logical consequence of F;
denoted F  F , i each model of F is also a model of F .
Assuming u  fu 2 0; 1 j 9P : P F [ fH jGu; ug; P G > 0g for a
probabilistic formula H jGu1; u2 and a set of formulas F, it can easily be
verified that H jGu1; u2 is a logical consequence of F i
u16 inf u and u2 P sup u:
This observation yields a canonic notion of tightness for logical conse-
quences of probabilistic formulas: the probabilistic formula H jGu1; u2 is a
tight logical consequence of F; denoted F tight H jGu1; u2, i
u1  inf u and u2  sup u:
Note that u is a closed interval in the real numbers (see, for example,
Refs. [15,18]). For u  ;, we canonically define inf u  1 and sup u  0.
Now, u  ; i F  G!? i F  Gj>0; 0 i F tight H jG1; 0 i
F  H jGu1; u2 for all u1; u2 2 0; 1.
Based on the just introduced notion of tightness, probabilistic deduction
problems and their solutions are more formally specified as follows.
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A taxonomic and probabilistic knowledge-base is a triple B;T;P, where B
is a set of basic events, T a set of taxonomic formulas over GB, and P a set of
probabilistic formulas H jGu1; u2 with u16 u2 over GB. We also call B;T a
taxonomic knowledge-base and B;P a probabilistic knowledge-base. A prob-
abilistic query to a taxonomic and probabilistic knowledge-base B;T;P is an
expression of the form 9F jEx1; x2 with propositional events E; F 2 GB and
two dierent variables x1 and x2. Its tight answer is the substitution
r  fx1=u1; x2=u2g with u1; u2 2 0; 1 such that T [P tight F jEu1; u2. A
correct answer is a substitution r  fx1=u1; x2=u2g with u1; u2 2 0; 1 such that
T [P  F jEu1; u2.
Given a probabilistic query 9F jEx1; x2, we consider its tight answer as the
desired semantics: first, the tight answer for 9F jEx1; x2 subsumes all correct
answers. Second, there is exactly one tight answer, while there is generally an
infinite number of correct answers. Third, also from the practical point of view,
we are interested in the tightest bounds that are entailed by a taxonomic and
probabilistic knowledge-base.
Finally, we define the soundness and the completeness of inference rules and
of techniques for probabilistic deduction. An inference rule F ‘ F is sound i
F  F , where F is a taxonomic or probabilistic formula and F is a taxonomic
and probabilistic knowledge-base. An inference rule F ‘ H jGu1; u2 is sound
and locally complete i F tight H jGu1; u2. A technique for probabilistic
deduction is sound i it computes a correct answer for any given probabilistic
query. It is sound and globally complete i it computes the tight answer for any
given probabilistic query.
2.2. Computational complexity
In the just introduced framework of taxonomic and probabilistic formulas
over propositional events, the problem of computing the tight answer for a
probabilistic query is NP-hard, since it generalizes the satisfiability problem for
probabilistic logic, which is known to be NP-complete from Ref. [2]. Moreover,
deciding whether a taxonomic formula is a logical consequence of a taxonomic
knowledge-base is co-NP-complete (since the satisfiability problem for taxo-
nomic knowledge-bases is NP-complete: it generalizes the NP-complete
satisfiability problem for propositional logic and it is generalized by the NP-
complete satisfiability problem for probabilistic logic). Hence, from the com-
putational complexity point of view, it is reasonable to focus on a more
restricted class of probabilistic deduction problems.
Surprisingly, even the problem of computing the tight answer for a proba-
bilistic query over basic events to a probabilistic knowledge-base over basic
events is NP-hard [20]. While already in the framework of taxonomic formulas
over conjunctive events, deciding whether a taxonomic formula is a logical
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consequence of a taxonomic knowledge-base can be done in linear time in the
size of the taxonomic knowledge-base (see Section 3.1).
In the rest of this work, we just consider probabilistic queries over con-
junctive events to taxonomic and probabilistic knowledge-bases over con-
junctive events. In this framework, the deduction of probabilistic knowledge
remains NP-hard. However, each inference rule that exploits taxonomic
knowledge can be applied in linear time in the size of the taxonomic know-
ledge-base. The next section gives a medical example, which shows the practical
importance of this kind of probabilistic deduction problems.
2.3. Motivating example
We consider the following taxonomic knowledge about bacterial infections.
Tuberculosis of the lungs (tb) and lepromatous leprosy (leprosy) are dierent
gram-positive bacterial infections (g-pos). Legionellosis (legionel), cholera
(cholera), and typhoid (typhoid) are dierent gram-negative bacterial infections
g-neg. Gram-positive bacterial infections and gram-negative bacterial infec-
tions are dierent bacterial infections (>). The symptoms of tuberculosis are
coughing (coughing), chest pain chest pain, and coughing up blood
coughing up blood. The symptoms of leprosy are a stuy nose stuffy nose,
and skin lesions and nodules skin lesions nodules. This taxonomic knowledge
can be expressed by the following taxonomic formulas over CB with the
set of basic events B  ftb; leprosy; g-pos; legionel; cholera; typhoid; g-neg;
coughing; chest pain; coughing up blood; stuffy nose; skin lesions nodulesg
(note that g-pos! > and g-neg! > are tautologies):
tb leprosy! g-pos; tb leprosy!?; legionel! g-neg;
cholera! g-neg; typhoid! g-neg; legionel cholera!?;
legionel typhoid!?; cholera typhoid!?; g-pos g-neg!?;
tb! coughing chest pain coughing up blood;
leprosy! stuffy nose skin lesions nodules:
The symptoms of many diseases cannot be clearly defined, since dierent
human bodies may react in dierent ways to an infection. We assume the
following probabilistic knowledge about the symptoms of legionellosis, chol-
era, and typhoid. More than 80% of the persons infected by legionellosis have
muscle aches muscle aches, headache headache, tiredness tiredness, dry
cough followed by high fever dry cough high fever, and chills chills. More
than 60% have diarrhea diarrhea. More than 80% of the persons infected by
cholera have a mild diarrhea m diarrhea. More than 70% of the persons in-
fected by typhoid have relapses relapses. More than 80% have fever fever,
headache, constipation or diarrhea const or diarrhea, rose-colored spots on
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the trunk (spots), and an enlarged spleen and liver enl spleen. Involving the
additional basic events muscle aches, headache, tiredness, dry cough high fever,
chills, diarrhea, m diarrhea, relapses, fever, const or diarrhea, spots, enl spleen
and the additional taxonomic formulas
dry cough high fever! coughing fever; m diarrhea! diarrhea;
diarrhea! const or diarrhea;
we can express this probabilistic knowledge about the symptoms of legion-
ellosis, cholera, and typhoid by the following probabilistic formulas:
muscle aches headache tiredness dry cough high fever chillsjlegionel0:8; 1;
diarrheajlegionel0:6; 1; m diarrheajcholera0:8; 1;
relapsesjtyphoid0:7; 1;
fever headache const or diarrhea spots enl spleenjtyphoid0:8; 1:
Wondering about the tightest lower and upper bound of the probability that
typhoid causes fever and headache, we get the probabilistic query
9fever headachejtyphoidx1; x2, which yields the tight answer fx1=0:8; x2=1g:
3. Local probabilistic deduction
In this section, we present a new technique for local probabilistic deduction
in taxonomic and probabilistic knowledge-bases over conjunctive events. Since
many inference rules will exploit taxonomic knowledge, we first give a brief
introduction to taxonomic deduction. For technical convenience, we then in-
troduce the notions of coherence and consistency, and we elaborate some
necessary inference rules related to them. Thereafter, we finally present the
main inference rules of this paper, and we describe the local probabilistic de-
duction technique itself. In the sequel, let B;T;P be a taxonomic and
probabilistic knowledge-base over conjunctive events.
3.1. Taxonomic deduction
Taxonomic formulas over conjunctive events are well known as functional
dependencies in database theory (see, for example, Refs. [21,22]) and as impli-
cations in formal concept analysis (see, for example, Refs. [23–25]). The
results of these areas show that deducing taxonomic formulas over conjunctive
events from taxonomic knowledge-bases over conjunctive events can be done
in linear time in the size of the taxonomic knowledge-base by using a closure-
operator, which is defined on all subsets of B [ f?g. We now briefly describe
this technique of taxonomic deduction.
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We define a mapping R that assigns to each conjunctive event C a corre-
sponding subset ofB [ f?g: If C does not contain ?, then RC is the set of all
contained basic events. If C contains ?, then RC  B [ f?g.
We define a closure-operator H on all subsets of B [ f?g. For this task,
we need the mapping H on all subsets of B [ f?g:
HL  L [
[
fRF  j E! F 2T;RE  Lg
for all L  B [ f?g. The mapping H on all subsets of B [ f?g is now defined
by H Hn with n P 0 such that Hn Hn1 and n minimal.
After these preparations, we can give the following characterization of
logical consequence for taxonomic knowledge over conjunctive events.
Lemma 3.1. T  A! B iff HRA  RB for all A;B 2 CB.
Proof. The claim follows immediately from equivalent soundness and
completeness results in deducing functional dependencies in database theory
(see, for example, Refs. [21,22]) and implications in formal concept analysis
(see, for example, Refs. [24,25]). 
Crucially, the closure HL of a set L  B [ f?g can be computed in time
OkTk, where kTk denotes the input size of T (see Ref. [21] for equivalent
complexity results in computing the closure of a set of attributes with respect to
a set of functional dependencies in database theory). Hence, deciding whether a
taxonomic formula is a logical consequence of a taxonomic knowledge-base T
can also be done in time OkTk.
3.2. Coherence and consistency
For technical convenience, we now introduce the notions of coherent and
consistent taxonomic and probabilistic knowledge-bases. We then elaborate
some inference rules that are related to these notions and that help us to
prepare taxonomic and probabilistic knowledge-bases for the application of
the main inference rules of this paper (see Section 3.3).
The semantics of taxonomic and probabilistic formulas shows that taxo-
nomic knowledge can easily be represented by probabilistic formulas. Thus, it
may happen that the probabilistic knowledge-base contains BjA0; 0 or
BjA1; 1, but the taxonomic knowledge-base does not entail AB!? or
A! B, respectively. Furthermore, the taxonomic knowledge-base may entail
AB!? or A! B, but the probabilistic knowledge-base contains BjAu1; u2
with u2 > 0 or u1 < 1, respectively. The coherence of a taxonomic and prob-
abilistic knowledge-base excludes such situations.
B;T;P is coherent i T  AB!? () u2  0 and T  A! B
() u1  1 for all probabilistic formulas BjAu1; u2 2 P.
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Probabilistic formulas BjAu1; u2 2 P with T [P  A!? do not rep-
resent any taxonomic or probabilistic knowledge at all, or they represent ex-
actly the taxonomic knowledge A!? (for example, if B  A and u1  u2  0).
The consistency of a taxonomic and probabilistic knowledge-base excludes
such probabilistic formulas.
B;T;P is inconsistent i P contains at least one BjAu1; u2 such that
T [P  A!?. B;T;P is consistent i it is not inconsistent.
The following lemma characterizes the inconsistency of a taxonomic
knowledge-base and a single probabilistic formula (that is, a taxonomic and
probabilistic knowledge-base B;T;P with jPj  1). It provides inference
rules for deducing taxonomic knowledge from an inconsistent taxonomic and
probabilistic knowledge-base of this kind.
Lemma 3.2. Let P  fBjAu1; u2g. B;T;P is inconsistent i one of the
conditions (1)–(3) holds. If (2) or (3) holds, then T [P  A!?.
(1) T  A!?,
(2) T  AB!? and u1 > 0,
(3) T  A! B and u2 < 1.
Proof. ( ) We show that if (2) or (3) holds, then T [P  A!?. Let P be a
probabilistic interpretation over B with P T [P. If (2) holds, then
P A  0, since u1  P A6 P AB  0 and u1 > 0. If (3) holds, then P A  0,
since P A  P AB6 u2  PA and u2 < 1. Hence, we get P  A!? and thus
also T [P  A!?.
()): The claim is proved indirectly. We assume that none of the conditions
(1)–(3) holds. Now, we must show that B;T;P is consistent. For u 2 u1; u2
let a probabilistic interpretation P over B be defined by:
G 7! 0 for all G 2AB with T  G!?;
A B;A B; AB;AB 7!
0; 1; 0; 0 if T  AB!?;T2A! B;
0; 0; 0; 1 if T2AB!?;T  A! B;
0; 1ÿ u; 0; u if T2AB!?;T2A! B:
8><>:
Such a probabilistic interpretation P exists, since P H  0 for all atomic
events H over fA;Bg with T  H !?. We easily verify that P is a model of
T [P with PA > 0. Hence, B;T;P is consistent. 
If a taxonomic knowledge-base and a single probabilistic formula are co-
herent, then they are also consistent. However, the reverse generally does not
hold. The next lemma provides inference rules for achieving the coherence of a
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taxonomic knowledge-base and a single probabilistic formula that are already
consistent.
Lemma 3.3. Let P  fBjAu1; u2g and let B;T;P be consistent.
(a) If u1  1, then P  A! B. If u2  0, then P  AB!?.
(b) T [P tight BjAz1; z2 with
z1 
1 if T  A! B;
u1 if T2A! B;
(
and z2 
0 if T  AB!? ;
u2 if T2B!? :
(
Proof. (a) Let P be a probabilistic interpretation over B with P  P. If u1 
P A6 PAB and u1  1, then P A  PAB, hence P  A! B, and thus
P  A! B. If P AB6 u2  P A and u2  0, then P AB  0, hence
P  AB!?, and thus P  AB!?.
(b) Soundness trivially holds. The local completeness with respect to the
deduced lower and upper bounds follows immediately from the ) part of the
proof of Lemma 3.2. 
If a taxonomic knowledge-base and at least two probabilistic formulas are
coherent, then they are generally not consistent anymore, as it is shown by the
next lemma. More precisely, we give an inference rule for deducing taxonomic
knowledge from two inconsistent probabilistic formulas that have the same
premise and the same conclusion. Moreover, we give an inference rule that
helps us to merge two consistent probabilistic formulas that have the same
premise and the same conclusion.
Lemma 3.4. Let P  fBjAu1; u2; BjAv1; v2g.
(a) Let B;T;P be coherent. B;T;P is inconsistent i maxu1; v1 >
minu2; v2. If maxu1; v1 > minu2; v2, then P  A!?.
(b) Let B;T;P be coherent and consistent. T [P tight BjAz1; z2 with
z1  maxu1; v1 and z2  minu2; v2.
Proof. (a) (() We now show that maxu1; v1 > minu2; v2 entails
P  A!?. Let P be a probabilistic interpretation over B with P  P. We
get PA  0, since maxu1; v1  P A6 P AB6 minu2; v2  P A and maxu1;
v1 > minu2; v2. Hence P  A!? and thus P  A!?.
()) The claim is proved indirectly. Assume maxu1; v16 minu2; v2. We
now show that B;T;P is consistent. For z 2 maxu1; v1;minu2; v2 let the
probabilistic interpretation P over B be defined by:
G 7! 0 for all G 2AB with T  G!?
A B;A B; AB;AB 7! 0; 1ÿ z; 0; z:
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Such a probabilistic interpretation P exists, since P H  0 for all atomic
events H over fA;Bg with T  H !?. We easily verify that P is a model of
T [P with PA > 0. Hence, B;T;P is consistent.
(b) Soundness trivially holds. Local completeness follows immediately from
the ) part of the proof of (a). 
The next theorem characterizes the inconsistency of a taxonomic know-
ledge-base and a chain of two correlations. It gives inference rules for de-
ducing taxonomic knowledge from an inconsistent taxonomic and
probabilistic knowledge-base of this kind. Note that the main inference rules
of this paper (see Section 3.3) have exactly such a taxonomic knowledge-
base and a chain of two correlations in the premise of their inference
patterns.
Theorem 3.5. Let B;T;P be coherent with
P  fBjAu1; u2; AjBv1; v2; CjBx1; x2; BjCy1; y2g:
B;T;P is inconsistent i one of the conditions (1)–(7) holds. If one of the
conditions (1)–(4) holds, then T [P  A !?;C !?. If one of the conditions
(3)–(7) holds, then T [P  B!?.
(1) T  A! C; BC ! A and u2 < y1,
(2) T  C ! A; AB! C and u1 > y2,
(3) T  A! C and u2x21ÿ y1 < v1y11ÿ u2,
(4) T  C ! A and u1x11ÿ y2 > v2y21ÿ u1,
(5) T  AB! C and v1 > x2,
(6) T  BC ! A and v2 < x1,
(7) T  ABC !? and x1  v1 > 1.
Proof. The proof is given in Appendix A. 
An empty taxonomic knowledge-base and a chain of two correlations
over three pairwise dierent basic events are always consistent. A non-
empty taxonomic knowledge-base and a chain of two correlations over
conjunctive events may be inconsistent due to explicit taxonomic know-
ledge in the taxonomic knowledge-base, or due to implicit taxonomic
knowledge in the structure of the correlated conjunctive events.
We give some examples of such inconsistent taxonomic and probabilistic
knowledge-bases. Let the set of basic eventsB be given by fA;B;Cg. Let the set
of taxonomic formulas T be given by:
a fABC!?g; b fC! A; AB! Cg; c fC! Ag;
d fBC! Ag; e ;:
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Let the chain of two correlations be given by (a)–(e) in Table 1. We easily verify
that all the taxonomic and probabilistic knowledge-bases in (a)–(e) are co-
herent. Hence, we can apply Theorem 3.5 for a consistency check.
It turns out that all the taxonomic and probabilistic knowledge-bases in
(a)–(e) are inconsistent. More precisely, the taxonomic and probabilistic
knowledge-bases in (a)–(d) are inconsistent (for example, T  ABC !? and
x1  v1  0:2 0:9  1:1 > 1 in (a)) due to explicit taxonomic knowledge in the
taxonomic knowledge-base. The taxonomic and probabilistic knowledge-base
in (e) is inconsistent due to implicit taxonomic knowledge in the structure of
the correlated conjunctive events (A  A and C  AC entails ;  C ! A and
thus T  C ! A).
3.3. The inference rules
We now present the main inference rules of this paper. The unique premise
of all selected inference patterns is a taxonomic knowledge-base and a chain of
two correlations. The conclusions of the selected inference patterns provide the
logically entailed tightest bounds for all probabilistic formulas that can be built
from the three correlated conjunctive events.
The global completeness of a local approach to probabilistic deduction
depends on the selected system of inference rules. In this work, we decided to
choose inference patterns with premises that contain as much taxonomic and
probabilistic knowledge as possible. The intuitive idea behind this decision is to
reduce the general loss of global completeness in the iterative application of
inference rules by reducing the number of deduction steps.
The presented inference rules are surprisingly complex. At first glance, it is
not clear at all where the deduced tightest bounds come from. We need a huge
technical eort to discover these bounds and to prove the soundness and the
local completeness of the inference rules. Hence, it seems very unlikely that
other locally complete inference rules that have more extensive taxonomic and
probabilistic knowledge in their premises can be worked out. Also, just gen-
eralizing our inference rules to correlated propositional events would be a
nearly intractable task.
Table 1
Probabilistic knowledge
BjAu1; u2 AjBv1; v2 CjBx1; x2 BjCy1; y2
(a) BjA[0.90,0.95] AjB[0.90,0.95] CjB[0.20,0.25] BjC[0.75,0.80]
(b) BjA[0.85,0.90] AjB[0.30,0.35] CjB[0.20,0.25] BjC[0.75,0.80]
(c) BjA[0.90,0.95] AjB[0.30,0.35] CjB[0.20,0.25] BjC[0.75,0.80]
(d) BjA[0.90,0.95] AjB[0.30,0.35] CjB[0.20,0.25] BjC[0.75,0.80]
(e) BjA[0.90,0.95] AjB[0.30,0.35] ACjB[0.20,0.25] BjAC[0.75, 0.80]
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There is previous work in the literature that deals with similar inference
rules, which are locally complete for a chain of two correlations over three
pairwise dierent basic events without any taxonomic knowledge beside (see,
for example, Refs. [11–14,16]). Dierently from this work, we additionally
consider a taxonomic knowledge-base in the premise of the inference patterns.
Furthermore, we also permit conjunctive events in the two correlations. Note
that conjunctive events may involve extra taxonomic knowledge that is im-
plicitly encoded in their own structure. Both the explicit taxonomic knowledge
in the taxonomic knowledge-base and the implicit taxonomic knowledge in the
structure of the correlated conjunctive events generally yield tighter bounds
in the deduced probabilistic formulas. Our work now presents for the first
time inference rules for a chain of two correlations that are locally complete
for an additional taxonomic knowledge-base and for correlated conjunctive
events.
Theorem 3.6. Let B;T;P be coherent and consistent with
P  fBjAu1; u2; AjBv1; v2; CjBx1; x2; BjCy1; y2g:
In the sequel, we abbreviate T  ABC !? by a, T  C ! A by b, T  A! C
by c, T  BC ! A by d, T  AB! C by e, and T  AC ! B by f. The op-
erands of min and max may be followed by a set of conditions that must all hold
for including the operand in computing the minimum and maximum, respectively
(for example, minv2; x2; y2fb; eg denotes minv2; x2; y2 if both b and e hold,
and minv2; x2 otherwise).
SHARPENING:
(a) T [P tight BjAz1; z2 with
z1  max u1; v1y1v1y1  x21ÿ y1 fc; v1y1

> 0g; y1fc; dg

z2  min u2; v2y2v2y2  x11ÿ y2 fb; v2y2

> 0g; y2fb; eg

:
(b) T [P tight AjBz1; z2 with
z1  max v1; x1fdg; u1x11ÿ y2y21ÿ u1 fb; 1

> u1 > y2 > 0g

z2  min v2; 1

ÿ x1fag; x2feg; u2x21ÿ y1y11ÿ u2 fc; y1 > u2g

:
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CHAINING:
T [P tight CjAz1; z2 with
z1  max 0; u1

 u1
v1
 u1x1
v1
fv1  x1 > 1g; u1feg; u1x1v2 fd; v2 > 0g;
u1x1
v2y2
fb; v2y2 > 0g; u1y2 fb; e; y2 > 0g; 1fcg

z2  min 1; 1

ÿ u1  u1x2v1 fv1 > x2g; u2 ÿ
u2x2
v1
 u2x2
v1y1
fv1y1 > 0g;
u2x2
v1y1
fv1y1 > 0g; x2v1y1  x21ÿ y1 fv1 > x2; y1 > 0g;
u2
y1
fd; y1 > u2g; 1ÿ u1
1ÿ y2 fb; u1 > y2g; u2ffg;
u2x2
v1
ff; v1 > x2g; 1ÿu1fag; 0fa; fg;
u21ÿ y1minx2; 1ÿ v1
v1y1
fa; v1y1g;
1ÿ y1minx2; 1ÿ v1
v1y1  1ÿ y1minx2; 1ÿ v1 fa; v1y1 > 0g

:
COMBINATION:
(a) If T2AB!?, then T [P tight CjABz1; z2 with
z1  max 0; 1

ÿ 1
v1
 x1
v1
fv1  x1 > 1g; x1v2 fd; v2 > 0g; 1feg

z2  min 1; x2v1 fv1

> x2g; y21ÿ u1u11ÿ y2 fb; u1 > y2g; 0fag

:
(b) T [P tight ABjCz1; z2 with
z1  max 0; v1y1x1

ÿ y1
x1
 y1fv1  x1 > 1g; v1y1x2 fe; x2 > 0g; y1fdg;
u1x1
u1x1  v21ÿ u1 fb; u1x1 > 0g; u1fb; eg

z2  min y2; v2y2x1 fx1

> v2g; u2fcg; u21ÿ y1
1ÿ u2 fc; 1 > u2g;
u2v2
u2x1  v21ÿ u2 fc; x1 > v2 > 0g; 0fag

:
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FUSION:
(a) If T2AC !?, then T [P tight BjACz1; z2 with
z1  max 0; max y1v1  x1 ÿ 1y1v1 ÿ 1  x1 ;
u1x1  v1 ÿ 1
u1x1 ÿ 1  v1
 
fx1

 v1 > 1g;
u1feg; y1fdg; v1y1v1y1  x21ÿ y1 fe; v1y1 > 0g;
x1u1
x1u1  v21ÿ u1 fd; x1u1 > 0g; 1ffg

z2  min 1; u2fcg; y2fbg; 0fag :
(b) T [P tight ACjBz1; z2 with
z1  max0; x1  v1 ÿ 1; x1fdg; v1feg
z2  min v2; x2; u2x21ÿ y1y11ÿ u2 fc; y1 > u2g;
v2y21ÿ u1
u11ÿ y2 fb; u1 > y2g; 0fag
 
:
Proof. The proof is given in Appendix A. 
We give some examples of locally complete probabilistic deductions from a
taxonomic knowledge-base and a chain of two correlations. Let B be given by
A;B;C. Let the set of taxonomic formulas T be given by:
a fABC!?g; b fC! A; AB! Cg; c fC! Ag;
d fBC! Ag; e ;; f ;:
Let the chain of two correlations be given by (a)–(f) in Table 2. We easily verify
that all the taxonomic and probabilistic knowledge-bases B;T;P in (a)–(f)
are coherent and consistent. Hence, we can apply the inference rules SHAR-
PENING, CHAINING, COMBINATION, and FUSION.
Table 2
Probabilistic knowledge
BjAu1; u2 AjBv1; v2 CjBx1; x2 BjCy1; y2
(a) BjA[0.90,0.95] AjB[0.10,0.15] CjB[0.20,0.25] BjC[0.75,0.80]
(b) BjA[0.60,0.65] AjB[0.30,0.35] CjB[0.25,0.30] BjC[0.75,0.80]
(c) BjA[0.85,0.90] AjB[0.30,0.35] CjB[0.20,0.25] BjC[0.75,0.80]
(d) BjA[0.90,0.95] AjB[0.30,0.35] CjB[0.20,0.25] BjC[0.75,0.80]
(e) BjA[0.85,0.90] AjB[0.30,0.35] ACjB[0.20,0.25] BjAC[0.75,0.80]
(f) BjA[0.85,0.90] AjB[0.30,0.35] CjB[0.20,0.25] BjC[0.75,0.80]
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Table 3 shows the probabilistic formulas that are deducible by SHARPEN-
ING and CHAINING. The underlined tightest lower and upper bounds for
SHARPENING yield improvements on the original lower and upper bounds
given by the two correlations. Table 4 shows the probabilistic formulas that are
deducible by COMBINATION and FUSION.
The examples in (a)–(d) contain explicit taxonomic knowledge in the taxo-
nomic knowledge-base. The example in (e) contains implicit taxonomic
knowledge in the structure of the correlated conjunctive events (A  A and
C  AC entails ;  C ! A and thus T  C ! A).
We observe that the deduced tightest bounds in the examples with explicit or
implicit taxonomic knowledge are much tighter than the ones in the examples
without any taxonomic knowledge at all. For instance, the examples in (c) and
(e) increase (f) by exactly the additional explicit and implicit, respectively,
taxonomic knowledge C ! A. As a consequence, the deduced tightest bounds
in (c) and (e) are much tighter than the ones in (f). For instance, CHAINING
deduces CjA0:61; 0:75 in (c) and (e) compared to only CjA0:00; 0:86 in (f),
and FUSION deduces BjAC0:76; 0:80 in (c) and (e) compared to only
BjAC0:00; 1:00 in (f).
Table 3
SHARPENING and CHAINING
BjA AjB CjB BjC CjA AjC
(a) 0.90, 0.95 0.10, 0.15 0.20, 0.25 0.75,0.80 0.00, 0.10 0.00, 0.07
(b) 0.60, 0.65 0:30; 0:30 0:30; 0:30 0.75,0.80 0.75, 0.87 1.00, 1.00
(c) 0:85; 0:88 0:30; 0:35 0:20; 0:25 0:76; 0:80 0:61; 0:75 1:00; 1:00
(d) 0:90; 0:95 0:30; 0:35 0:20; 0:25 0:75; 0:80 0:51; 0:85 0:75; 0:96
(e) 0:85; 0:88 0:30; 0:35 0:20; 0:25 0:76; 0:80 0:61; 0:75 1:00; 1:00
(f) 0:85; 0:90 0:30; 0:35 0:20; 0:25 0:75; 0:80 0:00; 0:86 0:00; 1:00
Table 4
COMBINATION and FUSION
CjAB ABjC AjBC BCjA BjAC ACjB
(a) 0:00; 0:00 0:00; 0:00 0:00; 0:00 0:00; 0:00 0:00; 0:00 0:00; 0:00
(b) 1:00; 1:00 0:75; 0:80 1:00; 1:00 0:60; 0:65 0:75; 0:80 0:30; 0:30
(c) 0:57; 0:71 0:76; 0:80 1:00; 1:00 0:49; 0:60 0:76; 0:80 0:20; 0:25
(d) 0:57; 0:83 0:75; 0:80 1:00; 1:00 0:51; 0:79 0:84; 1:00 0:20; 0:25
(e) 0:57; 0:71 0:76; 0:80 1:00; 1:00 0:49; 0:60 0:76; 0:80 0:20; 0:25
(f) 0:00; 0:83 0:00; 0:80 0:00; 1:00 0:00; 0:75 0:00; 1:00 0:00; 0:25
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The fact that implicit taxonomic knowledge may increase the tightness of
the deduced bounds also shows that all similar inference rules of the literature
that are locally complete for a biconnected chain of three pairwise dierent
basic events are generally not locally complete anymore for a biconnected
chain of three conjunctive events.
3.4. Probabilistic deduction
In this section, we describe how the presented inference rules are integrated
into a local probabilistic deduction technique. We recall that our aim is to
compute a correct or even tight answer for a probabilistic query addressed to a
taxonomic and probabilistic knowledge-base. Roughly speaking, we simply
increase the taxonomic and probabilistic knowledge-base by newly deduced
taxonomic and probabilistic formulas until it does not change anymore.
Thereafter, the probabilistic query is answered by returning the corresponding
lower and upper bounds contained in the deduced taxonomic and probabilistic
knowledge-base.
To increase the performance of this fixpoint technique, we try to keep the
taxonomic and probabilistic knowledge-base as small as possible. Hence, the
taxonomic knowledge-base is just increased by newly deduced taxonomic
formulas that are not yet logically entailed. Moreover, we just store normalized
probabilistic formulas that have premises A with T2A!?, and that are not
subsumed by any other probabilistic formulas.
A probabilistic formula BjAu1; u2 is normalized i the taxonomic formula
B! A is a tautology. Note that a probabilistic formula BjAu1; u2 can be
normalized by simply replacing B by AB.
A probabilistic formula BjAu1; u2 subsumes a formula BjAv1; v2 i
u1; u2  v1; v2 (that is, the subsuming probabilistic formula implicitly repre-
sents the probabilistic knowledge expressed by the subsumed one).
Another increase of performance is achieved by exploiting the available
taxonomic knowledge for an ecient representation of conjunctive events. In
detail, there may be syntactically dierent conjunctive events that have the
same semantics under probabilistic interpretations due to taxonomic know-
ledge. This observation yields a canonic equivalence relation on CB by C  D
i T  C ! D and T  D! C for all C;D 2 CB. Now, we can use equiva-
lence classes of conjunctive events instead of conjunctive events in the proba-
bilistic knowledge-base.
We assume that all conjunctive events C in the taxonomic knowledge-base
are internally represented by RC and that all equivalence classes C of
conjunctive events in the probabilistic knowledge-base are internally repre-
sented by HRC (see also Ref. [17]). Note that since the definition of the
equivalence relation  depends on the taxonomic knowledge-base, the internal
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representation of all equivalence classes must be updated whenever new tax-
onomic knowledge is deduced.
The algorithm is given as follows. Its input is the given taxonomic and
probabilistic knowledge-base B;T;P. We suggest an iteration on three levels
to handle the coherence and consistency that is required in the premises of
SHARPENING, CHAINING, COMBINATION, and FUSION.
Algorithm 3.7
0. Normalize all probabilistic formulas in P.
1. Deduce taxonomic formulas by Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3(a). Deduce probabilis-
tic formulas by Lemma 3.3(b). Increase T by all newly deduced A! B with
T2A! B. Increase P by all newly deduced probabilistic formulas. Re-
move all BjAu1; u2 fromP withT  A!?. Remove all probabilistic for-
mulas from P that are subsumed by others.
2. Repeat 1 until T;P does not change anymore.
3. Deduce taxonomic formulas by Lemma 3.4 (a) and Theorem 3.5. Deduce
probabilistic formulas by Lemma 3.4 (b). Increase T by all newly deduced
A! B with T2A! B. Increase P by all newly deduced probabilistic for-
mulas. Remove all BjAu1; u2 from P with T  A!?. Remove all prob-
abilistic formulas from P that are subsumed by others.
4. Repeat 1–3 until T;P does not change anymore.
5. Increase P by tautologies that complete single probabilistic formulas to cor-
relations. Deduce probabilistic formulas by SHARPENING, CHAINING,
COMBINATION, and FUSION. For all newly deduced probabilistic formulas
BjAu1; u2, increase P by ABjAu1; u2. Remove all probabilistic formulas
from P that are subsumed by others.
6. Repeat 1–5 until P does not change anymore.
7. Return B;T;P.
Note that the performed removals of probabilistic formulas are unprob-
lematic for the fixpoint iteration, since the removed probabilistic formulas
never enter again any of the probabilistic knowledge-bases P in 2, 4, or 5.
The iteration 1–2 in Algorithm 3.7 makes all single probabilistic formulas in
the probabilistic knowledge-base coherent (and thus also consistent) with re-
spect to the taxonomic knowledge-base. Hence, it prepares the taxonomic and
probabilistic knowledge-base for the application of the inference rules in
Lemma 3.4 and Theorem 3.5. The iteration 1–4 makes all chains of two cor-
relations in the probabilistic knowledge-base coherent and consistent with re-
spect to the taxonomic knowledge-base. Hence, it prepares the taxonomic and
probabilistic knowledge-base for the application of SHARPENING, CHAINING,
COMBINATION, and FUSION.
Algorithm 3.7 increases a taxonomic and probabilistic knowledge-base by
logically entailed taxonomic and probabilistic formulas. In Section 5, we will
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show that Algorithm 3.7 is globally incomplete, that is, it generally does not
produce all logically entailed taxonomic and probabilistic formulas. Hence, it
generally does not help us to compute the tight answer for a given probabilistic
query. However, a correct answer for a probabilistic query 9F jEx1; x2 is
always given by fx1=s1; x2=s2g, where
s1 
1 if T  E! F ;
u1 if T2E! F ; F jEu1; u2 2 P;
0 otherwise;
8><>:
s2 
0 if T  EF !? ;
u2 if T2EF !?; F jEu1; u2 2 P;
1 otherwise:
8><>:
Algorithm 3.7 may detect unsatisfiabilities. More precisely, the original taxo-
nomic and probabilistic knowledge-base is unsatisfiable if > !? is a logical
consequence of the deduced taxonomic knowledge-base. However, the reverse
generally does not hold due to the global incompleteness of Algorithm 3.7 (see
Section 5).
4. Global probabilistic deduction
We briefly describe the linear programming approach to probabilistic de-
duction in taxonomic and probabilistic knowledge-bases over conjunctive
events. This description is useful for a more general discussion of the presented
local approach in the next section. Let 9F jEx1; x2 be a probabilistic query to
a taxonomic and probabilistic knowledge-base B;T;P.
The tight answer for the given probabilistic query is computed by solving
two linear programs, one for the greatest lower bound and one for the least
upper bound. The variables of these linear programs are generally given by
all atomic events. Taxonomic knowledge may now force some atomic events
to be false. Hence, we can reduce the size of the linear programs in advance
by taking the set AB  fA 2AB j T2A!?g of all not necessarily false
atomic events as variables. In taxonomic and probabilistic knowledge-bases
over conjunctive events, AB is exactly given by H
2B [18]. Moreover, each
member of H2B can be computed in time OjBjkTk, where jBj and kTk
denote the cardinality of B and the input size of T, respectively [9].
The tight answer for 9F jEx1; x2 is obtained by solving the following two
linear programs with xA P 0 for all A 2AB and opt 2 fmin;maxg:
opt
X
A2A
B
; A ) EF
xA subject to LC; 1
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where LC is the least set of linear constraints that contains:X
A2A
B
; A ) E
xA  1;
X
A2A
B
; A ) GH
xA P u1 
X
A2A
B
; A ) G
xA for all H jGu1; u2 2 P;
X
A2A
B
; A ) GH
xA6 u2 
X
A2A
B
; A ) G
xA for all H jGu1; u2 2 P:
More precisely, if T [P2E !?, then LC has a solution. In this case, the
requested tight answer is given by fx1=s1; x2=s2g, where s1 and s2 are the two
optimal values of (1). If T [P  E!?, then LC does not have any solution
and the requested tight answer is given by fx1=1; x2=0g.
5. Comparison
In this section, we discuss the advantages and disadvantages of the presented
local approach to probabilistic deduction. We give a comparison to the just
described global approach by linear programming in the framework of taxo-
nomic and probabilistic knowledge-bases over conjunctive events.
First, we focus on the global completeness. We show that local probabilistic
deduction by the presented inference rules is globally incomplete. More pre-
cisely, all systems of inference rules for probabilistic deduction in taxonomic
and probabilistic knowledge-bases over conjunctive events that have a limited
number of probabilistic formulas in the premises of their inference patterns are
globally incomplete.
We give an indirect proof of this crucial result: let us assume that we fixed a
globally complete system of inference rules in which the number of probabi-
listic formulas in the premise of each inference rule is limited by k P 1. Now,
let the taxonomic and probabilistic knowledge-base B;T;P be given by
B  fB1; . . . ;Bng with n P k  2, T  fBiBj !? j i; j 2 1: n; i < jg, and
P  fBij>1=n; 1 j i 2 1: ng. We get the tight logical consequence
T [P tight B1j>1=n; 1=n. However, the least upper bound 1=n cannot be
deduced by the assumed system of inference rules, since it requires all the lower
bounds of the nÿ 1 > k probabilistic formulas Bij>1=n; 1 with i 2 2: n. We
also cannot divide the computation, since we do not have any probabilistic
formulas over conjunctive events that could keep provisional results. Note,
however, that with probabilistic formulas over propositional events, the
computation could be divided: for example, for n  k  2 we could deduce first
B2 _ B3j>2=n; 2=n (that is, ::B2 ^ :B3j>2=n; 2=n) and thereafter
B1j>1=n; 1=n, assuming an appropriate system of inference rules.
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As a consequence, also the local probabilistic deduction by the presented
inference rules is globally incomplete, since the maximal number of probabi-
listic formulas in the premises of the inference patterns is four. In the con-
sidered example, our approach just produces the upper bound 1ÿ 1=n, which is
dierent from the least upper bound 1=n already for n > 2. Taking, for ex-
ample, n  100, it produces the upper bound 0.99, but the least upper bound is
0.01.
We give another example, which particularly shows that the iterative ap-
plication of the inference rule CHAINING may be globally very incomplete.
Let B  fB1; . . . ;B4g, T  ;, and P  [ffDjC0:1; 0:15; CjD0:8; 1gj
C;D 2 fB1;B2; B2;B3; B3;B4gg. We get the tight logical consequence
T [P tight B4jB10; 0:007 (see also Ref. [20]). However, the iterative ap-
plication of CHAINING (and the inference rule in Lemma 3.4 (b) for elimi-
nating multiple probabilistic formulas with the same premise and the same
conclusion) just computes the interval 0; 0:904.
In contrast, probabilistic deduction by linear programming is globally
complete. As a consequence, it even enables us to detect the unsatisfiability of a
taxonomic and probabilistic knowledge-base. The presented local approach
generally fails to tackle this problem, due to its incompleteness.
Next, we concentrate on the performance. Local probabilistic deduction by
the presented inference rules requires a low number c of equivalence classes of
not necessarily false conjunctive events. Unfortunately, we cannot expect a
good performance for c being much greater than 100, since the worst-case
number of applications of one of the inference rules SHARPENING, CHAIN-
ING, COMBINATION, and FUSION is 12  c3 in each iteration step. In this worst
case, each pair of conjunctive events is connected by a correlation in the
probabilistic knowledge-base. One may think that this worst-case probabilistic
knowledge-base is never computed. However, this idea turns out to be wrong,
since the blind application of the inference rules CHAINING, COMBINATION,
and FUSION generates nearly all worst-case probabilistic formulas that are not
yet contained in the original probabilistic knowledge-base (for example, the
presented inference rules already generate all worst-case probabilistic formulas
if the original probabilistic knowledge-base just contains probabilistic formulas
over basic events that form a connected graph over all basic events as nodes).
As a consequence, the query-directed linear programming approach turns out
to be much more ecient, as we show in the following.
The performance of probabilistic deduction by linear programming depends
on the number of not necessarily false atomic events c (which is exactly the
same as the number of equivalence classes of not necessarily false conjunctive
events [18]) and on the number p of probabilistic formulas in the considered
probabilistic knowledge-base. In Ref. [26], the performance of the linear pro-
gramming approach has been tested on a HP 9000/725 workstation with public
domain software implementing the simplex method and the interior-point
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method. If p is low compared to c, then the simplex method seems to have a
better performance than the interior-point method. The computation of a tight
logical consequence can be done in few seconds for c6 1000, in few minutes for
c6 4000, and still in a limited amount of time for c6 32000 (see Fig. 1). If p
cannot be neglected anymore, then the interior-point method seems to be more
ecient than the simplex method. In this case, the computation of a tight
logical consequence requires a bit more time. It needs few minutes for c6 1000
and p6 1000 (see Fig. 2). Note that the performance of probabilistic deduction
by linear programming can still be increased by applying the recently devel-
oped column generation technique (see, for example, Refs. [5–7]).
It is often stated that local probabilistic deduction, dierently from the
global approach by linear programming, allows explanation tools that describe
the sequence of applied inference rules by an inference tree. However, in our
framework, the presented inference rules SHARPENING, CHAINING, COMBI-
NATION, and FUSION are technically quite heavy. Hence, it is very unlikely
that they provide the user with really helpful explanations
Another important argument arises, if we consider the eorts for elaborating
and implementing the local and the global approach to probabilistic deduction.
Surprisingly, there is an extensive technical work inside the proofs of soundness
and local completeness of SHARPENING, CHAINING, COMBINATION, and
FUSION. Moreover, after having fixed these inference rules, it remains to im-
plement the whole deduction procedure, which is a huge job itself. In contrast,
Fig. 1. Average time used for probabilistic deduction by linear programming in chains of nÿ 1
correlations over basic events (that is, c  2n and p  2nÿ 2).
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the global approach by linear programming needs relatively few theoretical
work. Furthermore, its implementation can easily be based on already existing
and freely available linear programming software [26].
An advantage of local probabilistic deduction is that all deducible logical
consequences are computed at once. This is useful for applications in which
the answers for a large amount of dierent queries are to be computed.
However, this advantage is strongly connected to the bad performance of
local probabilistic deduction. In contrast to linear programming, the itera-
tive application of the presented inference rules does not just compute the
answer for a fixed query, it always computes all deducible probabilistic
formulas.
As an additional advantage of the global approach, we can point out that
linear programming actually supports a formal language for probabilistic
knowledge that is much more expressive than the one just given by interval
restrictions for conditional probabilities. In detail, we could more generally
consider the restrictions r1C1  r2C2      rkCk P 0 with k P 1, ri 2 R, and
Ci 2 CB for all i 2 1: k, adapted from Ref. [25], of the following semantics:
P  r1C1  r2C2      rkCk P 0
iff r1PC1  r2P C2      rkP CkP 0:
These restrictions also express practically important comparisons like, for ex-
ample, P CP P D and P CP r  P D with r 2 R and C;D 2 CB.
Fig. 2. Average time used for probabilistic deduction by linear programming in n-level binary weak
partition [18] hierarchies (that is, c  2n ÿ 1 and p  2n ÿ 2).
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6. Summary and conclusion
We presented locally complete inference rules for probabilistic deduction
from taxonomic and probabilistic knowledge-bases over conjunctive events.
We integrated the presented inference rules into a local probabilistic deduction
technique, which exploits taxonomic knowledge for an ecient representation
of conjunctive events. This technique is less incomplete and more ecient than
already existing approaches to local probabilistic deduction. However, we
showed that especially in global completeness and in performance, it cannot
compete with the linear programming approach for that framework.
We may wonder if there is still a way to make the presented approach more
powerful. The results of the previous section show that we could possibly reach
global completeness if we allow inference rules with premises that contain a
dynamic number of probabilistic formulas. Another idea could be to consider a
more expressive language for taxonomic and probabilistic knowledge. We
could, for example, try to generalize our approach to taxonomic and proba-
bilistic formulas over propositional events. However, both ideas would have
another extreme decrease of eciency as a consequence.
To increase the performance, one may think about elaborating a query-di-
rected iterative application of the presented inference rules. However, consid-
ering, for example, the problem of probabilistic deduction along a chain of
correlations, there is no other query-directed technique more obvious than
applying iteratively CHAINING. But this technique may produce an extremely
incomplete result, as it was shown in the previous section.
Hence, local probabilistic deduction by the iterative application of inference
rules on interval restrictions for conditional probabilities is very restricted in its
field of application. It is very unlikely to be in the same time globally complete
and ecient for more general probabilistic deduction problems.
The way in which probabilistic interpretations give semantics to probabi-
listic formulas seems to contradict the kind of modularity that stands behind
the iterative application of local inference rules on interval restrictions for
conditional probabilities. This important insight has an impact on all areas
dealing with the representation and deduction of probabilistic knowledge.
Let us pick up, for instance, probabilistic deductive databases (see, for ex-
ample, Refs. [27–30]). They are intended to be an integration of probabilistic
uncertainty in deductive databases. A probabilistic deductive database gener-
ally consists of a classical deductive database and an uncertain extension by
probabilistic facts and rules. This description directly shows the correspon-
dence to the taxonomic and probabilistic knowledge of our approach. In order
to understand this relationship in full detail, we just have to point out that the
set of basic events of our approach corresponds to the Herbrand base of a
deductive database. We naturally assume that the deductive database has a
finite number of constant and predicate symbols. Furthermore, we assume that
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it does not contain any function symbols and that it is negation-free. After
eliminating the variables of the deductive database by performing all possible
ground substitutions, we arrive at the setting of our framework. Our work now
shows that the modularity of facts and rules in classical deductive databases
generally does not hold anymore in probabilistic deductive databases. We
generally cannot expect that globally complete probabilistic deductions in
probabilistic deductive databases can be performed by a generalization of the
fixpoint iteration known from classical deductive databases.
Appendix A
The proofs of Theorems 3.5 and 3.6 are quite complex and somehow
technical. They require a broad preparation on taxonomic and probabi-
listic knowledge-bases with exact probabilistic knowledge. In detail, we
must elaborate a characterization of consistency and locally complete in-
ference rules for exact chains of two correlations. This is done in the next
section.
A.1. Exact probabilistic knowledge
In this section, let B;T;P be any taxonomic and probabilistic
knowledge-base with P  fBjAu; u; AjBv; v; CjBx; x; BjCy; yg and
u; v; x; y > 0.
A.1.1. Fundamentals
We now give a characterization of the kind of taxonomic knowledge that
may logically be entailed by taxonomic formulas over conjunctive events. For
example, we show that T  A! B [ C entails T  A! B or T  A! C.
Intuitively, this means that A! B [ C cannot be expressed by taxonomic
formulas over conjunctive events. Of course, this result does not hold anymore
for taxonomic formulas over propositional events. For example,
fA ! B [ Cg  A ! B [ C holds, but for B  fA;B;Cg neither
fA! B [ Cg  A! B nor fA! B [ Cg  A! C holds.
Lemma A.1. Let D;C1; . . . ;Cm 2 CB with m P 1.
T  D C1 . . . Cm !? iff there is i 2 1 : m with T  D! Ci:
Proof. ( ) Let T  D ! Ci with i 2 1 : m. We get T  D Ci !?, hence
T  D C1 . . . Cm !?.
()) The claim trivially holds if D contains ? or if there is i 2 1 : m
with Ci  >. Let us now assume that D does not contain ?. Moreover,
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without loss of generality, for all i 2 1: m let us assume that Ci does not
contain ? and > and that D and Ci do not have any basic events in
common.
We first prove the claim for basic events C1; . . . ;Cm. Let E 
fE1; . . . ;Ehg with h P 1 be the set of all basic events not contained in D.
By induction on j, we now show that if T  D E1 . . . Ej !? with j 2 1: h,
then there is i 2 1 : j with T  D! Ei.
Basis: If j  h, then the propositional event D E1 . . . Ej represents an atomic
event and the claim trivially holds.
Induction: If j < h, then T  D E1 . . . Ej !? entails T  D E1 . . . Ej Ej1
!? and T  D E1 . . . EjEj1 !?. By the induction hypothesis, there is
l 2 1: j 1 with T  D! El, and there is k 2 1: j with T  DEj1
! Ek. Hence, there is i 2 1: j with T  D! Ei.
We next generalize to conjunctive events C1; . . . ;Cm. For i 2 1: m let
Ci  Ei;1 . . . Ei;hi with hi P 1, Ei;j 2 E for all j 2 1: hi, and Ei;j1 6 Ei;j2 for all
j1; j2 2 1 : hi with j1 6 j2. The claim is proved by contradiction. Suppose
that for all k 2 1 : m there is ik 2 1 : hk with T2D! Ek;ik . Then, we
get T2D E1;i1 . . . Em;im !? and thus T2D C1 . . . Cm !?. Hence, there is
k 2 1 : m with T  Dk;ik for all ik 2 1 : hk. That is, there is k 2 1 : m with
T  D! Ck. 
Based on this lemma, we can now show that the models of T [P
correspond to the solutions of two systems of linear constraints. This
result is crucial for giving a characterization of consistency of B;T;P
and for elaborating locally complete inference rules for B;T;P.
Theorem A.2. (a) Let P be a model of T [P over B with P A > 0, P AB > 0,
P B > 0, P BC > 0, or PC > 0. There is a solution s0; . . . ; s7 of (A.1) and
(A.2) that satisfies (A.3).
(b) Let s0; . . . ; s7 be a solution of (A.1) and (A.2). There is a model P of
T [P over B with P A; P AB; P B; PBC; P C > 0 and (A.3).
0 1 0 1
0 0 1 1
 
 s0; s1; s2; s3 T  1vy 
vy1ÿ u
ux1ÿ y
 
s0; s1; s2; s3 P 0;
T  > ! A or T  > ! B or T  > ! C ) s0  0;
T  A! B or T  A! C ) s1  0;
T  C ! B or T  C ! A ) s2  0;
T  AC ! B ) s3  0; A:1
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0 1 0 1
0 0 1 1
1 0 1 0
0@ 1A  s4; s5; s6; s7 T  uv 
v
x
1ÿ v
0@ 1A
s4; s5; s6; s7 P 0;
T  B! A or T  B! C ) s4  0;
T  AB! C ) s5  0;
T  BC ! A ) s6  0;
T  ABC !? ) s7  0; A:2
s0; s1; s2; s3  P 
A B C
P A ;
PA B C
P A ;
P  A BC
PA ;
P A BC
P A
 !
;
A:3
s4; s5; s6; s7  P 
AB C
P A ;
PAB C
P A ;
P  ABC
PA ;
P ABC
P A
 !
:
Proof. A probabilistic interpretation P over B with P A > 0, P AB > 0,
P B > 0, P BC > 0, or PC > 0 is a model of P i
u  P A  P AB  v  P B; x  PB  PBC  y  P C iff
P AB
PA  u;
PAB
PB  v;
PBC
P B  x;
PBC
PC  y iff
P A
P A  1;
P AB
P A  u;
P B
P A 
u
v
;
P BC
PA 
ux
v
;
P C
P A 
ux
vy
iff
P A B
PA  1ÿ u;
P  BC
PA 
ux1ÿ y
vy
;
PAB
P A  u;
P BC
P A 
ux
v
;
P AB
P A 
u1ÿ v
v
iff
0 1 0 1
0 0 1 1
 
 P 
A B C
P A ;
P A B C
P A ;
P  A BC
P A ;
PA BC
P A
 !T
 1
vy
 vy1ÿ u
ux1ÿ y
 
;
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0 1 0 1
0 0 1 1
1 0 1 0
0@ 1A  P  AB C
P A ;
P AB C
P A ;
P  ABC
P A ;
P ABC
P A
 !T
 u
v

v
x
1ÿ v
0@ 1A:
A probabilistic interpretation P over B is a model of T i P G  0 for all
atomic events G over B with T  G!?.
(a) Let P be a model of T [P over B with P A > 0, P AB > 0,
P B > 0, P BC > 0, or P C > 0. Let s0; . . . ; s7 be defined by (A.3). We
easily verify that s0; . . . ; s7 is a solution of (A.1) and (A.2) that satisfies
(A.3).
In particular, s0; . . . ; s7 solves the linear constraints that are related
to the deducible taxonomic knowledge. For example, if T  > ! A or
T  > ! B or T  > ! C, then T  A B C !?, hence P  A B C  0, and
thus s0  0.
(b) Let s0; . . . ; s7 be a solution of (A.1) and (A.2). Let
s  s0  s1      s7. Let a probabilistic interpretation P over B be defined
by (A.4) and (A.5):
P G  0 for all G 2AB with T  G!?; A:4
P A B C; P A B C; P  A BC; PA BC  s0; s1; s2; s3  sÿ1;
P AB C; P AB C; P  ABC; PABC  s4; s5; s6; s7  sÿ1: A:5
Such a probabilistic interpretation P exists, since in (A.4) and (A.5), we get
P H  0 for all atomic events H over fA;B;Cg with T  H !?. For ex-
ample, if T  A B C !?, then T  > ! A or T  > ! B or T  > ! C by
Lemma A.1. Hence, we get s0  0 and thus P  A B C  0.
We get P A; P AB; P B; P BC; PC > 0. Moreover, we get (A.3), since
P A  sÿ1. Finally, we easily verify that P is a model of T [P. 
A.1.2. Consistency
We now characterize the consistency of B;T;P by a relationship between
the taxonomic knowledge deducible from T and the exact values u; v; x; y of P.
Proposition A.3. B;T;P is consistent i the following conditions hold:
T  A! B ) u  1; T  A! C ) ux1ÿ yP vy1ÿ u;
T  C ! B ) y  1; T  C ! A ) ux1ÿ y6 vy1ÿ u;
T  B! C ) x  1; T  AB! C ) v6 x;
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T  B! A ) v  1; T  BC ! A ) v P x;
T2AB!?; T2BC !?; T  ABC !? ) x v6 1:
Proof. ()): We show that one of the two systems of linear constraints
in Theorem A.2 is not solvable, if one of the listed conditions is not
satisfied.
The system (A.1) is not solvable, if one of the following conditions holds:
T A! B and u < 1; T  A! C and ux1ÿ y < vy1ÿ u;
T C ! B and y < 1; T  C ! A and ux1ÿ y > vy1ÿ u:
For example, assuming T  A! B and u < 1, we get T  AC ! B, hence
s1  0 and s3  0, and thus 1ÿ u  s1  s3  0.
The system (A.2) is not solvable, if one of the following conditions
holds:
T  B! C and x < 1; T  AB! C and v > x;
T  B! A and v < 1; T  BC ! A and v < x;
T  AB!? or T  BC !?; T  ABC !? and x v> 1:
For example, assuming T  ABC !? and x v > 1, we get s7  0, hence
u=v  x  s66 s4  s6  u=v  1ÿ v, and thus x v6 1.
( ) Under the assumption that the indicated conditions hold, we can give
a solution of the two systems of linear constraints in Theorem A.2.
Let s0; s1; s2; s3 be defined by:
1
vy

0; vy1ÿ u; ux1ÿ y; 0 if T  AC ! B;
0; 0; ux1ÿ y ÿ vy1ÿ u; vy1ÿ u if T2AC ! B; ux1ÿ y
P vy1ÿ u;
0; vy1ÿ u ÿ ux1ÿ y; 0; ux1ÿ y if T2AC ! B; ux1ÿ y
< vy1ÿ u:
8>>>><>>>>:
s0; s1; s2; s3 is a solution of (A.1). For example, if T  AC ! B, then:
0 1 0 1
0 0 1 1
 
 0; vy1ÿ u; ux1ÿ y; 0T  vy1ÿ u
ux1ÿ y
 
:
It holds s0  0. T  A! B entails u  1 and thus s1  0. T  A! C entails
T  A! B and thus s1  0. T  C ! B entails y  1 and thus s2  0. T 
C ! A entails T  C ! B and thus s2  0. It holds s3  0.
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Let s4; s5; s6; s7 be defined by:
u
v

1ÿ vÿ x; v; x; 0 if T  ABC !?;
1ÿ v; 0; 0; v if T2ABC !?;T  AB! C;T  BC ! A;
1ÿ x; 0; xÿ v; v if T2ABC !?;T  AB! C;T2BC ! A;
1ÿ v; vÿ x; 0; x if T2ABC !?;T2AB! C;T  BC ! A;
1ÿ x; 0; xÿ v; v if T2ABC !?;T2AB! C;T2BC ! A; v6 x;
1ÿ v; vÿ x; 0; x if T2ABC !?;T2AB! C;T2BC ! A; v > x:
8>>>>><>>>>>:
s4; s5; s6; s7 is a solution of (A.2). For example, if T  ABC !?, then:
0 1 0 1
0 0 1 1
1 0 1 0
0@ 1A  1ÿ vÿ x; v; x; 0T  vx
1ÿ v
0@ 1A:
It holds T2B! A and T2B! C. Moreover, T2AB! C and
T2BC ! A, since T2AB!? and T2BC !?. It holds s7  0. 
A.1.3. Inference rules
In this section, we additionally assume that B;T;P is consistent. We now
elaborate the locally complete inference rules SHARPENING, CHAINING,
COMBINATION, and FUSION for exact chains of two correlations. The proofs
of soundness and local completeness are based on Theorem A.2. The deduced
tightest lower and upper bounds of CHAINING, COMBINATION, and FUSION
are obtained by modularly combining the deduced tightest lower and upper
bounds of two auxiliary inference rules, which are presented in the next lemma.
Lemma A.4. (a) T [P tight  BCjAz1; z2 with
z1 
1ÿ u if T  A! C;
ux
vy ÿ uxv if T2A! C;T  C ! A;
0 if T2A! C;T2C ! A;
8><>:
z2 
0 if T  AC ! B;
minuxvy ÿ uxv ; 1ÿ u if T2AC ! B:
(
(b) T [P tight BCjAz1; z2 with
z1 
0 if T  ABC !?;
u if T2ABC !?;T  AB! C;
ux
v if T2ABC !?;T2AB! C; T  BC ! A;
max0; uÿ uv  uxv  if T2ABC !?;T2AB! C; T2BC ! A;
8>><>>>:
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z2 
0 if T  ABC !?;
minu; uxv  if T2ABC !? :
(
Proof. (a) By Theorem A.2, we can minimize/maximize P  BCjA subject to
P T [P and P A > 0 by minimizing/maximizing s3 subject to (A.1).
Soundness: z16 s36 z2 for all solutions s0; s1; s2; s3 of (A.1).
Local completeness: s3  z1 for the following solution s0; s1; s2; s3 of (A.1):
1
vy

0; 0; 0; vy1ÿ u if T  A! C;T  C ! A;
0; 0; ux1ÿ y ÿ vy1ÿ u; vy1ÿ u if T  A! C;T2C ! A;
0; vy1ÿ u ÿ ux1ÿ y; 0; ux1ÿ y if T2A! C;T  C ! A;
0; vy1ÿ u; ux1ÿ y; 0 if T2A! C;T2C ! A:
8>>><>>>:
s3  z2 for the solution s0; s1; s2; s3 of (A.1) in the proof of Proposition A.3.
(b) By Theorem A.2, we can minimize/maximize P BCjA subject to P 
T [P and P A > 0 by minimizing/maximizing s7 subject to (A.2).
Soundness: z16 s76 z2 for all solutions s4; s5; s6; s7 of (A.2).
Local completeness: s7  z1 for the following solution s4; s5; s6; s7 of (A.2):
u
v

1ÿ vÿ x; v; x; 0 if T  ABC !?;
1ÿ x; 0; xÿ v; v if T2ABC !?;T  AB! C;
1ÿ v; vÿ x; 0; x if T2ABC !?;T2AB! C; T  BC ! A;
0; 1ÿ x; 1ÿ v; v xÿ 1 if T2ABC !?;T2AB! C; T2BC ! A; v x P 1;
1ÿ vÿ x; v; x; 0 if T2ABC !?;T2AB! C; T2BC ! A; v x < 1:
8>>>><>>>>:
s7  z2 for the solution s4; s5; s6; s7 of (A.2) in the proof of Proposition.
A.3. 
Proposition A.5 (SHARPENING). T [P tight BjAu; u and
T [P tight AjBv; v.
Proof. The probabilistic formulas BjAu; u and AjBv; v are immediately
logical consequences of T [P. They are tight logical consequences of T [P,
since by the consistency of B;T;P there is a model P of T [P over B with
P A > 0 and P B > 0, respectively. 
Proposition A.6 (CHAINING). If T2AC !? and T2A! C, then T [P
tight CjAz1; z2 with
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z1 
0 if T  ABC !?;
ux
vy if T2ABC !?;T  C ! A;
u if T2ABC !?;T2C ! A; T  AB! C;
ux
v if T2ABC !?;T2C ! A; T2AB! C;T  BC ! A;
max0; uÿ uv  uxv  if T2ABC !?;T2C ! A; T2AB! C;T2BC ! A;
8>>>><>>>>:
z2 
minuxvy ÿ uxv ; 1ÿ u if T  ABC !?;
minu; uxv  if T2ABC !?;T  AC ! B;
min1; uxvy ; 1ÿ u uxv ; uÿ uxv  uxvy if T2ABC !?;T2AC ! B:
8><>:
Proof. For all probabilistic interpretations P over B with P A > 0:
P CjA  P BCjA  PBCjA:
Hence, the minimum/maximum of P CjA subject to P T [P and P A > 0
is equal to the minimum/maximum of s3  s7 subject to (A.1) and (A.2). Thus,
the claim follows directly from Lemma A.4 (a) and (b), since by Theorem A.2
the problem of minimizing/maximizing s3  s7 subject to (A.1) and (A.2) can be
divided into the subproblems of minimizing/maximizing s3 subject to (A.1) and
of minimizing/maximizing s7 subject to (A.2). 
Note that the case T  AC !? or T  A! C is excluded in advance from
CHAINING, since T  AC !? and T  A! C immediately entails T [
P tight CjA0; 0 and T [P tight CjA1; 1, respectively. All the subse-
quent inference rules are restricted in a similar way.
Proposition A.7 (COMBINATION). Let T2ABC !?.
(a) If additionally T2AB! C, then T [P tight CjABz1; z2 with
z1 
x
v if T  BC ! A;
max0; 1ÿ 1v  xv if T2BC ! A;
(
z2  min1; xv:
(b) If additionally T2C ! AB, then T [P tight ABjCz1; z2 with
z1 
vy
x if T  AB! C;
y if T2AB! C;T  BC ! A;
max0; vyx ÿ yx  y if T2AB! C;T2BC ! A;
8><>:
z2  minvyx ; y:
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Proof. (a) The claim follows directly from Lemma A.4 (b), since
z1  min P CjAB subject to P T [P and PAB > 0;
z2  max P CjAB subject to P T [P and P AB > 0;
and for all probabilistic interpretations P over B with P T [P:
P AB > 0 () P A > 0;
P AB > 0 ) P CjAB  1
u
 P BCjA:
(b) The claim follows directly from Lemma A.4 (b), since
z1  min P ABjC subject to P T [P and PC > 0;
z2  max P ABjC subject to P T [P and P C > 0;
and for all probabilistic interpretations P over B with P T [P:
P C > 0 () P A > 0;
P C > 0 ) P ABjC  vy
ux
 P BCjA: 
Proposition A.8 (FUSION). Let T2ABC !?.
(a) If additionally T2AC ! B, then T [P tight BjACz1; z2 with
z1 
maxu; vyvyx1ÿy if T  AB! C;
maxy; xuxuv1ÿu if T2AB! C;T  BC ! A;
maxyvxÿ1yvÿ1x ; uxvÿ1uxÿ1v if T2AB! C;T2BC ! A; v x > 1
0 if T2AB! C;T2BC ! A; v x6 1;
1ÿ y1ÿ u > 0;
1 if T2AB! C;T2BC ! A; x v6 1;
1ÿ y1ÿ u  0;
8>>>>>>><>>>>>>>:
z2 
u if T  A! C;
y if T2A! C;T  C ! A;
1 if T2A! C;T2C ! A:
8><>:
(b) If additionally T2B! AC, then T [P tight ACjBz1; z2 with
z1 
v if T  AB! C;
x if T2AB! C;T  BC ! A;
max0; v xÿ 1 if T2AB! C;T2BC ! A;
8><>:
z2  minv; x:
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Proof. (a) For all probabilistic interpretations P over B with P AC > 0:
P BjAC  P BCjA
P  BCjA  P BCjA :
Thus, the minimum/maximum of P BjAC subject to P T [P and PAC >
0 is equal to the minimum/maximum of s7=s3  s7 subject to (A.1), (A.2), and
s3  s7 > 0.
Soundness and local completeness with respect to the lower bound: If
T  AB! C,T  BC ! A, or x v > 1, then by Lemma A.4 (b) all solutions
of (A.2) satisfy s7 > 0. Thus, the minimum of s7=s3  s7 subject to (A.1),
(A.2), and s3  s7 > 0 is equal to the minimum of s7=s3  s7 subject to (A.1)
and (A.2). Hence, the claim follows directly from Lemma A.4 (a) and (b), since
by Theorem A.2 we can divide the problem of minimizing s7=s3  s7 subject
to (A.1) and (A.2) into the subproblems of maximizing s3 subject to (A.1) and
of minimizing s7 subject to (A.2).
If T2AB! C, T2BC ! A, x v6 1 and 1ÿ y1ÿ u > 0, then by
Lemma A.4 (a) and (b) there is a solution of (A.2) with s7  0 and a solution of
(A.1) with s3 > 0. Hence, we get the greatest lower bound 0.
If T2AB! C, T2BC ! A, x v6 1 and 1ÿ y1ÿ u  0, then by
Lemma A.4 (a) and (b) there is a solution of (A.2) with s7  0, and all solutions
of (A.1) fulfill s3  0. Hence, we get the greatest lower bound 1.
Thus, summarizing the results, we get the following greatest lower bound:
z1 
u
uminuxvyÿuxv ;1ÿu if T  AB! C;
ux
v
ux
vminuxvyÿuxv ;1ÿu if T2AB! C;T  BC ! A;
uÿuvuxv
uÿuvuxvminuxvyÿuxv ;1ÿu if T2AB! C;T2BC ! A;
x v > 1;
0 if T2AB! C;T2BC ! A; x v6 1;
1ÿ y1ÿ u > 0;
1 if T2AB! C;T2BC ! A; x v6 1;
1ÿ y1ÿ u  0;
8>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>:

maxu; vyvyx1ÿy if T  AB! C;
maxy; xuxuv1ÿu if T2AB! C;T  BC ! A;
max yvxÿ1yvÿ1x ;
uxvÿ1
uxÿ1v
 
if T2AB! C;T2BC ! A; x v > 1;
0 if T2AB! C;T2BC ! A; x v6 1;
1ÿ y1ÿ u > 0;
1 if T2AB! C;T2BC ! A; x v6 1;
1ÿ y1ÿ u  0:
8>>>>>><>>>>>>:
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Soundness and local completeness with respect to the upper bound: If s7  0
and s3 > 0, then s7=s3  s7  0. If s7 > 0, then s7=s3  s7 > 0. Thus, since by
Lemma A.4 (b) there is always a solution of (A.2) with s7 > 0, the maximum of
s7=s3  s7 subject to (A.1), (A.2), and s3  s7 > 0 is equal to the maximum of
s7=s3  s7 subject to (A.1), (A.2), and s7 > 0. Hence, the claim is immediate
by Lemma A.4 (a) and (b), since by Theorem A.2 we can divide the problem of
maximizing s7=s3  s7 subject to (A.1), (A.2), and s7 > 0 into the subproblems
of minimizing s3 subject to (A.1) and of maximizing s7 subject to (A.2) and
s7 > 0. Thus, we get the following least upper bound:
z2 
minu;uxv 
minu;uxv 1ÿu if T  A! C;
minu;uxv 
minu;uxv uxvyÿuxv if T2A! C;T  C ! A;
minu;uxv 
minu;uxv 0 if T2A! C;T2C ! A;
8>><>>>:

u if T  A! C;
y if T2A! C;T  C ! A;
1 if T2A! C;T2C ! A:
8><>:
(b) The claim follows directly from Lemma A.4 (b), since
z1  min P ACjB subject to P T [P and PB > 0;
z2  max P ACjB subject to P T [P and P B > 0;
and for all probabilistic interpretations P over B with P T [P:
P B > 0 () P A > 0;
P B > 0 ) P ACjB  v
u
 P BCjA: 
A.2. Probabilistic knowledge with intervals
We are finally ready to prove Theorems 3.5 and 3.6. We generalize the re-
sults of the previous subsection to probabilistic knowledge with intervals.
A.2.1. Consistency
We now generalize the characterization of consistency in Proposition A.3 to
correlations with intervals.
Proof of Theorem 3.5. In this paper, we illustrate the main ideas of proving the
claim. The complete proof is given in Ref. [17].
(: We just show that T  A! C and u2x21ÿ y1 < v1y11ÿ u2 entails
T [P  A!?;B!?;C !?. Let P be a probabilistic interpretation over B
with P T [P. Since u2x21ÿ y1 < v1y11ÿ u2 and
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y1  P C  v1  P B  1ÿ u2  P A 6 P BC  P AB  P A B
6 P BC  P AB  P  BC 6 x2  P B  u2  P A  1ÿ y1  PC;
we get P A  P B  P C  0. Since additionally v1y1 > 0 and v1y1  P C6
v1  PBC6 v1  PB6 PAB6 PA6 P C, we get P A  P B  P C 0.
Hence, P  A!?;B!?;C !?.
): The claim is proved indirectly. We assume that none of the conditions
(1)–(7) holds. Now, we must show that B;T;P is consistent. We just con-
sider the case T2ABC !?, T2C ! A, T  A! C, T2BC ! A,
T  AB! C, and u2; v2; x2; y2 > 0. We show the consistency of B;T;P by
providing a consistent taxonomic and probabilistic knowledge-base B;T;Q
with Q  fBjAu; u; AjBv; v; CjBx; x; BjCy; yg such that u; v; x; y 2
u1; u2  v1; v2  x1; x2  y1; y2 and u; v; x; y > 0. Let u; v; x; y be given as
follows:
u; v; x; y  u2;minv2;
u2x21ÿy1
y11ÿu2 ; x2; y1 if u2 < y1;
u2;minv2; x2; x2;minu2; y2 if u2 P y1:
(
We easily verify u; v; x; y 2 u1; u2  v1; v2  x1; x2  y1; y2 and
u; v; x; y > 0. The consistency of B;T;Q is checked by using Lemma A.3: we
easily verify ux1ÿ yP vy1ÿ u and v6 x. 
A.2.2. Inference rules
We now generalize the locally complete inference rules in Propositions
A.5–A.8 to correlations with intervals.
Proof of Theorem 3.6. In this paper, we sketch the highlights of proving
soundness and local completeness with respect to the deduced upper bound for
a special case of CHAINING. The complete proof is given in Ref. [17].
We just consider the case T2ABC !?, T2C ! A, T2A! C,
T  BC ! A, T2AB! C, T  AC ! B, and u2; v2; x2; y2 > 0. We use
Pu; v; x; y to abbreviate fBjAu; u; AjBv; v; CjBx; x; BjCy; yg: The
least upper bound z2 for CHAINING is given as follows:
z2  maxfPCjA j P T [P; P A > 0g
 maxfmaxfPCjA j P T [Pu; v; x; y; PA > 0g j
u; v; x; y 2 u1; u2  v1; v2  x1; x2  y1; y2;
9P : P T [Pu; v; x; y; P A > 0g:
Since maxfPCjA j P T [Pu; v; x; y; P A > 0g is continuous over all
u; v; x; y 2 u1; u2  v1; v2  x1; x2  y1; y2 for which there is a probabilistic
interpretation P with P T [Pu; v; x; y and P A > 0:
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z2  supfmaxfPCjA j P T [Pu; v; x; y; P A > 0g j
u; v; x; y 2 u1; u2  v1; v2  x1; x2  y1; y2;
u; v; x; y > 0; 9P : P T [Pu; v; x; y; P A > 0g:
The least upper bound for the case T2ABC !? and T  AC ! B in
Proposition A.6 and the characterization of consistency for T  BC ! A in
Proposition A.3 show:
z2  supfminux=v; u j u; v; x; y 2 u1; u2  v1; v2  x1; x2  y1; y2;
u; v; x; y > 0; v P xg:
Let S1  fu; v; x; y 2 u1; u2  v1; v2  x1; x2  y1; y2 j u; v; x; y > 0; v P xg
and S2  fminux=v; u j u; v; x; y 2S1g. If v1 > x2, then u2x2=v1 is an upper
bound of S2. It is contained in S2, since u2; v1; x2; y2 2 S1. If v16 x2, then u2
is an upper bound of S2. It is contained in S2, since u2;minx2; v2;
minx2; v2; y2 2S1. Hence, we finally get:
z2 
u2x2
v1
if v1 > x2;
u2 if v16 x2: 

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